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The eCommerce Expert

Functional and 
technical experience 

Extensive eCommerce expertise 

Strong partnerships

A core eCommerce platform optimized 
to address new age challenges

 
Designed to transform your 
eCommerce journey

Greater flexibility and freedom

Scale operations according to business 
needs or integrate with adjacent 
systems seamlessly.

Experience the power of a Microservice-
enabled, API-first, Cloud-native and 
Headless architecture.

AI solution equipped with advanced visual 
search and product discovery features
 

Offers an extremely easy, fast and fun 
filled experience for end consumers

Available in SaaS & API models

Azure based MACH architecture

ShopSphere 
Commerce

ShopSphere 
AI

ShopSphere Stack

Benefits of
ShopSphere

The eCommerce Solution Stack 
from the Expert
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ShopSphere is the eCommerce solution stack built for retailers to bring 
innovation and growth into their business. 

Engineered by Mozanta, the eCommerce expert, with years of industry 
expertise and technical know-how, ShopSphere is a futuristic solution 
stack built for eCommerce businesses.

Rapid results delivered

Deploy or upgrade your eCommerce 
store in a matter of days, get the 
results quickly.

Leverage the domain expertise of 
Mozanta—the makers of ShopSphere.

Amazing shopping experience

Offer an intuitive shopping experience 
to your customers-including visual 
search and product discovery.

Grow your business with engaging 
customer experience.

Quick launch and scaling of mobile 
store front
 

Seamless integration and scaling with 
inbuilt MACH architecture

Available in SaaS & API models

Azure based MACH architecture

Leverage the analytical power and 
intuitive dashboards
 

Save the current technical investment and 
build on top of that without disruption

ShopSphere 
Mobile

ShopSphere 
Insights

ShopSphere Stack



704-A, Aspin Commercial Tower, 
Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai, UAE.

+971 422 33920

T5, 7th Floor & L2, -1 Floor, 
Thejaswini Building, Technopark, 
Trivandrum, Kerala, India.

+91 47127 00666

Infra Futura, Seaport–Airport Road, 
Thrikkakara, Kakkanad, 
Kochi, Kerala, India.

+91 86060 45208

hello@shopsphere.com
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